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Abstract
We present a closed form solution for the optimal hedging strategy, in discrete time, of an
option whose underlying security follows the Heston Stochastic Volatility process. Our Monte
Carlo simulations indicate that this significantly improves hedging performance at weekly and
longer hedging intervals, when compared to continuous time hedging procedures.
JEL Classification: G11: Portfolio Choice, G12: Asset Pricing.
Prices for options are directly observable in the market, while the sensitivities of these prices to
changes in underlying state variables are not. As such, an important application of option pricing
models is the calculation of these hedge statistics, or “Greek letters”.
Not surprisingly, comparisons of hedging performance have become an important part of the
empirical options pricing literature. Many empirical studies (such as Bakshi, Cao, and Chen (1997),
Hutchinson, Lo, and Poggio (1994) and Dumas, Fleming, and Whaley (1998)) compare models on
the basis of their ability to construct tracking portfolios.
For both empirical studies, and real world hedging applications, one must assume that either the
data are discrete (in the former case) or that trading opportunities are discrete (in the latter case)
due to transactions costs. Wilmott (1994) presents optimal discrete time hedging formulae for the
Black-Scholes framework.
Stochastic volatility was an important extension of the Black-Scholes model, especially the Heston
(1993) model. Stochastic volatility has become an established feature of both the empirical and
theoretical options pricing literature. Branger and Schlag (2004), for example, attempt to quantify
the size of tracking error for discrete option hedging in the presence of stochastic volatility. They
conclude that discreteness error renders the delta hedging error an unreliable guide to volatility risk
premia.
This paper tackles the stochastic volatility discrete hedging problem, using a framework similar
to Wilmott (1994). We are thus able to calculate exact formulae for the optimal hedging strategies
in discrete time for an option whose underlying security is subject to Stochastic Volatility. These
results will be of use to both empiricists seeking to accurately measure the hedging benefit of the
Heston model, and to practitioners who are seeking to use the model for hedging.
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The remainder of the paper is as follows: section 1 contains our main result: the optimal hedg-
ing strategy in discrete time for an option subject to stochastic volatility; section 2 presents some
simulation results demonstrating the magnitude of this effect; section 3 concludes.
1 Optimal Hedging
This paper derives the variance minimising strategy for an agent who has a position in one derivative,
and has access to a second derivative (written on the same underlying security) as well as the
underlying security with which to hedge this position. Note that these results are not specific to
European options, or even to options in general. Any security which obeys the Heston PDE may be
hedged (or used as a hedge security) in this analysis.
Proposition 1 Consider an agent holding a portfolio consisting of two options (holdings π1 and π2)
and the underlying security (π0). If we denote the prices of the options by fi, the underlying asset’s
price as s and its dividend rate as q, then over an interval of time (∆t) the portfolio changes in value
according to:
∆W = π1∆f1 + π2∆f2 + π0(∆s+ qs∆t)




dv = (α− βv)dt+ σv
√
vdz2,
where dz1 and dz2 are two Brownian motions with correlation ρ. Holding π1 fixed, the optimal choice
of π0 and π2, to minimise the variance of ∆W , is given by:































(f2vvf1v − f1vvf2v) + (2ρsσ3v − 4σ2vsv)(f2svf1v − f1svf2v)
−2σ4vvf2vvf1vv − 2σ2vρ2vs2(f2ssf1vv + f1ssf2vv)− 2vs4f2ssf1ss
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Proof: See Appendix A
This formula relates the optimal hedging strategy to the second order moments of the two option
prices. Note that if options one and two are identical (so that f1s = f2s, f1v = f2v, etc) then the
strategy collapses to:
π0 = 0 π2 = −π1,
or in other words: simply take an exactly offsetting position in the identical option. Some other
special cases of the result are also worth noting.
First, consider the delta hedging case, in which π2 equals zero. In this case we find:
Proposition 2 Suppose we have the framework from 1 with the exception that π2 = 0 (the agent



























Proof: See Appendix B.
If volatility is uncorrelated to the stock process (ρ = 0) or deterministic (σv = 0) the the solution,













Note also that for the purely delta hedging case (i.e. pi2 = 0) letting ∆t go to zero (continuous









That is, an optimal discrete hedging strategy allows for some vega hedging through the use of the







so that the optimal behaviour is to vega hedge with the second option, and delta hedge the combined
risk of the two positions.
If we consider the case where volatility is constant (σv = 0) and both assets are available, we
obtain:
Proposition 3 Suppose that we have the framework of Proposition 1, with the further assumption
that σv = 0. Then the optimal hedge is given by:
π2 = −π1f1ss
f2ss
π0 = −π2f2s − π1f1s
Proof: See Appendix C.
This result shows that the investor should gamma hedge with the second option, and then delta
hedge with the stock: an appropriate strategy if volatility were constant.1
Lastly, we can consider the case stock prices and volatility are uncorrelated, that is, where ρ = 0.
Here we obtain:
Proposition 4 Suppose that we have the framework of Proposition 1, with the further assumption
that ρ = 0. Then the optimal hedge is given by:
π0 = −f2sπ2 − π1
(
f1s − sf2ssf1v − f2vf1ss
f2v
[


















A40 = (f2vf1sv − f2svf1v)sσ2v [4(µ+ q − r)]
+σ4v(f2vf1vv − f1vf2vv)− s2σ2v(f2vf1ss − f1vf2ss)
A41 = 2s
2σ2v(f2vf2svf1sv − f1vf 22sv) + s4(f2vf1ssf2ss − f1vf 22ss)
+σ4v(f2vf1vvf2vv − f1vf 22vv).
Proof: This follows from substituting ρ = 0 into Proposition 1.
1Note that here there is no term of O(∆t) since the gamma hedge will reduce tracking error to order O(∆t2). A
potential avenue for future research would be to include terms of O(∆t2), which would shed some light on the efficacy















To test the performance of our hedging rule, we simulate data from a Heston model with parameters
given in table 1.
We consider an initial stock price of $50, and two one year European call options, one with a
strike price of $49 (to be hedged) and the other with strike price of $47.5 (to be used as a hedge
instrument). Following our previous notation π1 = −1 (our objective is to hedge a short position).
We simulate data using the standard Euler approximation, with time step of 0.0005.
We then consider four different strategies for hedging the option with strike price $49: a conven-
tional delta hedge, a conventional delta and vega hedge (using the option with strike price $47.5),
the Wilmott discrete time delta hedge, our discrete delta hedge (from Proposition 2) and our discrete
time delta/vega hedge (from Proposition 1). For the continuous delta hedges, we consider the hedg-
ing strategy implied by the Heston model and the continuous time BS hedging strategy calculated
using the option’s BS IV. Similarly, for the Wilmott hedge, we consider both using greeks calcu-
lated from the Heston model, and also using Black-Scholes greeks (again inferred from the option’s
implied volatility). We consider various sizes of discrete heding intervals (∆t) ranging from 0.005
(approximately one day) to 0.1 (which is approximately a monthly hedging interval). In each case,

































In both cases, J is the total number of simulations (in our case 1000) T∆t is the period over which
the cumulative tracking error is calculated, and
ǫs,t = π0(s)(S(t)− S(s)) + π0(s)
∫ t
s
qS(τ)dτ + π2(s)(f2(t)− f2(s))− (f1(t)− f1(s))
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represents the profit (or loss) due to a particular hedge portfolio held in conjunction with a short







Vega hedging, whether of our adjusted form or the continuous method, can lead to very poor results
if used when the hedging option has very low vega. In these situations, calculating the hedge position
requires dividing by a very small number, which amplifies any approximation errors in the calculation
of vega for either option. Hence, throughout these simulation results, for cases where ∂f
∂v
< 0.1 for
either option, we abandon vega hedging, and simply delta hedge. In the case of the unadjusted
hedge, we use continuous time delta hedging (with the Heston delta) while in the case of the discrete
adjusted hedge, we use the Proposition 2 correction.
Table 2 examines the standard deviation metric. The columns of the table represent our seven
possible strategies: the Proposition 1 hedge (DN1) a continuous time delta/vega hedge (DV) a hedge
based on Proposition 2 (DN2) a continuous time delta hedge (D) and a discrete hedge based on
Wilmott’s result(W). For the latter four hedges, we consider using either the Heston sensitivities,
or Black-Scholes sensitivities. We find that for daily (∆t = 0.005) or bi-daily (∆t = 0.01) hedging
intervals, DN1 gives similar performance to DV. However, with a weekly hedging interval (∆t = 0.025)
it gives a 28% performance improvement. This grows to a 41% improvement at the fortnightly interval
(∆t = 0.05) and a 50% improvement at monthly hedging (∆t = 0.1).
Of the strategies which do not use a second option to hedge vega (the proposition 2 hedge, the
continuous delta hedge and the Wilmott hedge) we find that the conventional delta hedge using a
delta calculated from the Heston model (D) is the best performer. Note, however, that all of these
approaches suffer from worsening performance as ∆t increases. Indeed, for the monthly hedging
case, we find that delta hedging of any kind leads to a greater portfolio variation than simply holding
an unhedged short position in the option. Even the continuous vega hedge performs poorly in this
case, yielding only a 17% improvement over not hedging, compared to the 41% improvement of
the proposition 1 hedge. At a one month hedging interval, the proposition 1 hedge performance is
comparable to the continuous delta-vega hedge at a fortnightly rebalancing interval.
The Tracking-Error metric penalises any deviation of the hedge portfolio from the option’s price
movements, rather than only comparing the overall profit/loss over an interval. The results here
are qualitatively similar to the standard deviation results. At a weekly interval, the DN method
(proposition 1) shows a 36% reduction in error compared to DV (continuous delta/vega) hedging.
This grows to a 59% improvement at the monthly interval.
In this case, we note that the delta hedging strategies (D,DN2 and W) do not degrade as rapidly,
and are still much superior to not hedging even at a monthly rebalancing interval. This difference
suggests that delta hedging at longer rebalancing intervals may add some value over the earlier part
of the option, where the option’s price is not changing as rapidly as at maturity time.
According to the tracking error metric, including another option when hedging provides a substan-
tial improvement at any rebalancing interval. Our proposition 1 hedge, with monthly rebalancing,
gives comparable performance to a bi-daily rebalanced delta-hedged portfolio.
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∆t = 0.005 ∆t = 0.01
T − t DN1 DV DN2 D* D W* W No Hedge T − t DN1 DV DN2 D* D W* W No Hedge
0.9 0.0041 0.0041 0.2677 0.2684 0.2691 0.2684 0.2826 2.0145 0.9 0.0081 0.0082 0.2766 0.2766 0.2764 0.2766 0.2885 2.0145
0.8 0.0076 0.0076 0.3679 0.3683 0.3691 0.3682 0.3841 2.4084 0.8 0.0187 0.0188 0.3899 0.3885 0.3882 0.3886 0.4048 2.4084
0.7 0.0123 0.0123 0.4421 0.4429 0.4426 0.4429 0.4581 3.0596 0.7 0.0336 0.0338 0.4815 0.4786 0.4762 0.4789 0.4931 3.0596
0.6 0.0191 0.0192 0.5220 0.5195 0.5204 0.5195 0.5308 3.5642 0.6 0.0546 0.0550 0.5719 0.5645 0.5616 0.5649 0.5763 3.5642
0.5 0.0299 0.0300 0.5674 0.5654 0.5653 0.5654 0.5754 3.9629 0.5 0.0868 0.0876 0.6334 0.6242 0.6200 0.6247 0.6364 3.9629
0.4 0.0442 0.0445 0.5899 0.5893 0.5865 0.5894 0.5935 4.4698 0.4 0.1299 0.1313 0.6888 0.6782 0.6691 0.6791 0.6840 4.4698
0.3 0.0657 0.0662 0.6333 0.6293 0.6243 0.6296 0.6373 4.9394 0.3 0.1925 0.1952 0.7608 0.7450 0.7333 0.7463 0.7542 4.9394
0.2 0.0921 0.0931 0.6642 0.6597 0.6534 0.6599 0.6571 5.7233 0.2 0.2666 0.2723 0.8296 0.8113 0.7978 0.8129 0.8118 5.7233
0.1 0.1259 0.1286 0.6918 0.6854 0.6775 0.6857 0.6880 6.2406 0.1 0.3516 0.3654 0.9108 0.8893 0.8735 0.8912 0.8949 6.2406
0.0 0.1740 0.1840 0.7128 0.7050 0.6957 0.7054 0.7057 6.8315 0.0 0.4117 0.4838 0.9947 0.9710 0.9535 0.9731 0.9781 6.8315
∆t = 0.025 ∆t = 0.05
T − t DN1 DV DN2 D* D W* W No Hedge T − t DN1 DV DN2 D* D W* W No Hedge
0.9 0.0181 0.0183 0.3102 0.3080 0.3062 0.3085 0.3195 2.0145 0.9 0.0296 0.0300 0.3607 0.3567 0.3540 0.3580 0.3686 2.0145
0.8 0.0495 0.0500 0.4368 0.4301 0.4254 0.4312 0.4475 2.4084 0.8 0.0935 0.0955 0.5824 0.5681 0.5624 0.5717 0.5885 2.4084
0.7 0.0941 0.0954 0.5578 0.5459 0.5370 0.5481 0.5645 3.0596 0.7 0.1836 0.1884 0.8152 0.7903 0.7817 0.7967 0.8165 3.0596
0.6 0.1557 0.1583 0.7122 0.6918 0.6817 0.6949 0.7085 3.5642 0.6 0.3066 0.3165 1.1542 1.1175 1.1096 1.1260 1.1447 3.5642
0.5 0.2491 0.2542 0.8831 0.8571 0.8457 0.8610 0.8805 3.9629 0.5 0.4953 0.5150 1.5417 1.4966 1.4899 1.5067 1.5354 3.9629
0.4 0.3750 0.3846 1.0770 1.0462 1.0318 1.0513 1.0654 4.4698 0.4 0.7444 0.7811 1.9813 1.9289 1.9224 1.9408 1.9669 4.4698
0.3 0.5530 0.5719 1.3059 1.2688 1.2537 1.2748 1.2888 4.9394 0.3 1.0884 1.1600 2.4785 2.4184 2.4135 2.4319 2.4586 4.9394
0.2 0.7634 0.8024 1.5541 1.5138 1.4984 1.5202 1.5301 5.7233 0.2 1.5033 1.6521 2.9948 2.9304 2.9264 2.9448 2.9704 5.7233
0.1 0.9662 1.0570 1.8480 1.8048 1.7889 1.8118 1.8255 6.2406 0.1 1.8195 2.1496 3.6048 3.5373 3.5332 3.5526 3.5829 6.2406
0.0 0.9791 1.3628 2.1256 2.0804 2.0641 2.0879 2.1089 6.8315 0.0 1.7302 2.9099 4.1834 4.1138 4.1091 4.1305 4.1685 6.8315
∆t = 0.1
T − t DN1 DV DN2 D* D W* W No Hedge
0.9 0.0303 0.0305 0.4366 0.4327 0.4309 0.4346 0.4469 2.0145
0.8 0.1533 0.1594 0.8109 0.7869 0.7813 0.7961 0.8209 2.4084
0.7 0.3151 0.3306 1.2963 1.2548 1.2491 1.2697 1.3031 3.0596
0.6 0.5402 0.5728 2.0068 1.9462 1.9464 1.9656 2.0017 3.5642
0.5 0.8742 0.9404 2.7883 2.7131 2.7187 2.7358 2.7857 3.9629
0.4 1.3301 1.4567 3.7129 3.6238 3.6342 3.6504 3.7007 4.4698
0.3 1.9037 2.1442 4.7193 4.6182 4.6340 4.6477 4.7022 4.9394
0.2 2.6374 3.1407 5.8076 5.6991 5.7191 5.7301 5.7857 5.7233
0.1 3.0331 4.0822 7.0056 6.8929 6.9143 6.9253 6.9884 6.2406
0.0 2.8481 5.6697 8.1947 8.0789 8.1001 8.1140 8.1843 6.8315
Table 2: Portfolio Standard deviations. DN represents our model’s standard deviation. DV represents the Delta/Vega hedging
standard deviation. W represents the Wilmott standard deviation, while D represents the Delta hedging standard deviation.
Results with an asterisk use greeks calculated from Black-Scholes, rather than the Heston model.
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∆t = 0.005 ∆t = 0.01
T − t DN1 DV DN2 D* D W* W No Hedge T − t DN1 DV DN2 D* D W* W No Hedge
0.9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0702 0.0706 0.0712 0.0705 0.0705 3.5879 0.9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0753 0.0757 0.0763 0.0756 0.0756 3.5879
0.8 0.0000 0.0000 0.1339 0.1345 0.1357 0.1344 0.1344 7.2035 0.8 0.0001 0.0001 0.1441 0.1446 0.1459 0.1445 0.1445 7.2035
0.7 0.0000 0.0000 0.1920 0.1928 0.1942 0.1927 0.1927 11.0695 0.7 0.0002 0.0002 0.2078 0.2086 0.2101 0.2085 0.2084 11.0695
0.6 0.0001 0.0001 0.2488 0.2496 0.2518 0.2496 0.2495 15.1704 0.6 0.0003 0.0003 0.2691 0.2699 0.2722 0.2698 0.2697 15.1704
0.5 0.0001 0.0001 0.2974 0.2983 0.3008 0.2982 0.2982 19.3762 0.5 0.0005 0.0005 0.3238 0.3246 0.3273 0.3245 0.3244 19.3762
0.4 0.0002 0.0002 0.3389 0.3398 0.3424 0.3397 0.3396 23.7253 0.4 0.0008 0.0008 0.3705 0.3713 0.3740 0.3711 0.3711 23.7253
0.3 0.0003 0.0003 0.3711 0.3723 0.3752 0.3722 0.3721 28.8786 0.3 0.0013 0.0013 0.4075 0.4086 0.4117 0.4084 0.4083 28.8786
0.2 0.0004 0.0004 0.3979 0.3992 0.4023 0.3990 0.3990 34.2913 0.2 0.0025 0.0026 0.4409 0.4421 0.4452 0.4418 0.4417 34.2913
0.1 0.0008 0.0009 0.4144 0.4156 0.4188 0.4155 0.4155 39.7800 0.1 0.0050 0.0054 0.4633 0.4646 0.4678 0.4643 0.4642 39.7800
0.0 0.0077 0.0059 0.4307 0.4320 0.4352 0.4318 0.4317 45.0144 0.0 0.0153 0.0192 0.4863 0.4876 0.4907 0.4873 0.4872 45.0144
∆t = 0.025 ∆t = 0.05
T − t DN1 DV DN2 D* D W* W No Hedge T − t DN1 DV DN2 D* D W* W No Hedge
0.9 0.0003 0.0003 0.0947 0.0949 0.0953 0.0948 0.0947 3.5879 0.9 0.0010 0.0010 0.1421 0.1420 0.1424 0.1420 0.1414 3.5879
0.8 0.0006 0.0006 0.1811 0.1813 0.1823 0.1812 0.1810 7.2035 0.8 0.0024 0.0024 0.2760 0.2753 0.2761 0.2753 0.2743 7.2035
0.7 0.0011 0.0011 0.2642 0.2645 0.2658 0.2644 0.2640 11.0695 0.7 0.0044 0.0044 0.4079 0.4072 0.4085 0.4071 0.4058 11.0695
0.6 0.0019 0.0019 0.3460 0.3462 0.3484 0.3459 0.3455 15.1704 0.6 0.0074 0.0076 0.5414 0.5397 0.5421 0.5396 0.5380 15.1704
0.5 0.0032 0.0033 0.4242 0.4243 0.4267 0.4240 0.4236 19.3762 0.5 0.0126 0.0132 0.6797 0.6770 0.6798 0.6770 0.6753 19.3762
0.4 0.0053 0.0055 0.4927 0.4927 0.4954 0.4924 0.4919 23.7253 0.4 0.0206 0.0220 0.8068 0.8035 0.8063 0.8037 0.8017 23.7253
0.3 0.0092 0.0098 0.5574 0.5574 0.5605 0.5570 0.5565 28.8786 0.3 0.0348 0.0386 0.9307 0.9271 0.9302 0.9272 0.9252 28.8786
0.2 0.0181 0.0198 0.6207 0.6208 0.6241 0.6203 0.6197 34.2913 0.2 0.0660 0.0784 1.0637 1.0601 1.0636 1.0601 1.0579 34.2913
0.1 0.0349 0.0415 0.6731 0.6733 0.6768 0.6727 0.6721 39.7800 0.1 0.1194 0.1620 1.1971 1.1928 1.1961 1.1931 1.1909 39.7800
0.0 0.0731 0.1136 0.7353 0.7355 0.7391 0.7349 0.7343 45.0144 0.0 0.2507 0.4102 1.3428 1.3381 1.3414 1.3388 1.3366 45.0144
∆t = 0.1
T − t DN1 DV DN2 D* D W* W No Hedge
0.9 0.0035 0.0035 0.2922 0.2903 0.2897 0.2912 0.2888 3.5879
0.8 0.0089 0.0090 0.5805 0.5744 0.5731 0.5769 0.5730 7.2035
0.7 0.0156 0.0159 0.8617 0.8537 0.8519 0.8570 0.8514 11.0695
0.6 0.0260 0.0272 1.1663 1.1546 1.1539 1.1589 1.1521 15.1704
0.5 0.0435 0.0469 1.4732 1.4578 1.4570 1.4635 1.4560 19.3762
0.4 0.0705 0.0793 1.7888 1.7697 1.7687 1.7771 1.7690 23.7253
0.3 0.1126 0.1355 2.1050 2.0832 2.0816 2.0922 2.0835 28.8786
0.2 0.1953 0.2668 2.4681 2.4451 2.4440 2.4542 2.4449 34.2913
0.1 0.3364 0.5523 2.8448 2.8186 2.8171 2.8303 2.8208 39.7800
0.0 0.4857 1.1625 3.2304 3.2017 3.2000 3.2161 3.2065 45.0144
Table 3: Tracking errors. DN represents our model’s cumulative tracking error. DV represents the Delta/Vega hedging
cumulative tracking error. W represents the Wilmott cumulative tracking error, while D represents the Delta hedging cumulative
tracking error. Results with an asterisk use greeks calculated from Black-Scholes, rather than the Heston model.
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3 Conclusion
This paper presents a closed form solution for the optimal discrete time hedging strategy for a
derivative whose underlying security is subject to stochastic volatility. A number of simpler cases
are nested within our model. Simulation results show economically significant improvement from
hedging with our model compared to several benchmarks. The relative improvement due to adjusting
for discrete hedging is far more substantial when applied to delta/vega hedging than when applied
purely to delta hedging as in Wilmott (1994). We conclude that our correction presents a significant
improvement to hedging performance at weekly or longer rebalancing intervals. According to the
tracking error metric, our model would allow an investor to rebalance his/her portfolio at a monthly
interval and achieve comparable performance to using a delta hedge rebalanced every other day.
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A Proof of Proposition 1
Noting that
















































with an analogous definition for ∆f2. We then use the Milstein correction to create first order







∆v = (α− βv)∆t+√vσv∆z2 + 1
4
σ2vIv.
Here, µ, α, β and σv are all constants, and dz and dz2 are correlated Brownian motions with corre-






The variance of the portfolio’s value is then given by:























[π1f1ss + π2f2ss] [π1f1s + π2f2s + π0]
+2
(





[π1f1s + π2f2s + π0] [π1f1sv + π2f2sv]
+
(
2ρσv(α− βv)vs(∆t)2 + ρσ3vvs(∆t)2 + ρ2σ2vv2s(∆t)2
)
[π1f1s + π2f2s + π0] [π1f1vv + π2f2vv]
+2(vs2(∆t)2) [π1f1s + π2f2s + π0] [π1f1st + π2f2st]
+2(ρσvvs(∆t)
2) [π1f1s + π2f2s + π0] [π1f1vt + π2f2vt]
+(v2s4(∆t)2) [π1f1s + π2f2s + π0] [π1f1sss + π2f2sss]
+(3v2s3σvρ(∆t)










[π1f1s + π2f2s + π0] [π1f1vvv + π2f2vvv]
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2) [π1f1ss + π2f2ss] [π1f1sv + π2f2sv]
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2 + ρσv(α− βv)vs(∆t)2 + ρσ3vvs(∆t)2 + ρ2σ2vv2s(∆t)2
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2) [π1f1vv + π2f2vv] [π1f1v + π2f2v]
+2vσ2v(∆t)
2 [π1f1vt + π2f2vt] [π1f1v + π2f2v]
+2σvρvs(∆t)
2 [π1f1st + π2f2st] [π1f1v + π2f2v]
+v2s3σvρ(∆t)
2 [π1f1sss + π2f2sss] [π1f1v + π2f2v]
+v2s2σ2v(1 + 2ρ
2)(∆t)2 [π1f1ssv + π2f2ssv] [π1f1v + π2f2v]
+3v2sσvρ(∆t)
2 [π1f1svv + π2f2svv] [π1f1v + π2f2v]
+v2σ4v(∆t)
2 [π1f1vvv + π2f2vvv] [π1f1v + π2f2v]
+v2s2σ2v(1 + ρ
2)(∆t)2 [π1f1sv + π2f2sv]
2
+2v2sσ3vρ(∆t)




2 [π1f1vv + π2f2vv]
2
11
which we simplify using the Heston PDE:





vσ2vf1vv + ρvσvsf1sv + f1t + (α− βv)f1v = rf1
which in turn implies:















vσ2vf1vvv − ρσvsf1sv − ρvσvsf1svv + (β + r)f1v − (α− βv)f1vv
Optimal holding of the underlying asset (π0) and a second derivative (π2) is thus determined by


















2 + (β + r)σvρvs(∆t)
2
)
(π1f1s + π2f2s + π0)(π1f1v + π2f2v)
+
(
2(µ+ q − r)s3v(∆t)2 + v2s3(∆t)2 − σvρvs3(∆t)2
)
(π1f1s + π2f2s + π0)(π1f1ss + π2f2ss)
+2
(















































(π1f1ss + π2f2ss)(π1f1v + π2f2v)
+
(
2(µ+ q − r)σ2vsv(∆t)2
)


























Solving for the first order conditions, and taking a Taylor series expansion, we find the formulae































(f2vvf1v − f1vvf2v) + (2ρsσ3v − 4σ2vsv)(f2svf1v − f1svf2v)
−2σ4vvf2vvf1vv − 2σ2vρ2vs2(f2ssf1vv + f1ssf2vv)− 2vs4f2ssf1ss









2)s2f 22sv + 8sσ
3
vρf2svf2vv











(f2vf1vv − f1vf2vv) +
(
3s2σ2vρ































B Proof of proposition 2































































































































C Proof of proposition 3












2(µ+ q − r)s3v(∆t)2 + v2s3(∆t)2 − σvρvs3(∆t)2
)










π0 = −π1f1sf2ss − f1ssf2s
f2ss
= −π2f2s − π1f1s
as required.
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